
Pursuing my Interests 

I set out to address five issues in my enterprise as a scholar. They are security, governance, 

policing, media and Central Nigeria. The first four issues would be used to examine the 

area called Central Nigeria. To its adherents, it is called the Middle Belt. To other 

Nigerians, it is referred to as Central Nigeria or North Central. This column would be 

devoted to examining these and other related issues as it concerned Central Nigeria. 

My foray into security is central to accomplishing this. Security is everything. It is human 

beings’ first aim on earth. Others are objectives pursued to accomplish this security. This 

security is putting food on the table. It is human beings’ sole preoccupation in whatever 

they do.  

I was described by General D.I. Pennap (retired) as a constructivist. I took time to ingest 

and digest this description of my work on security. Finally I agreed with his 

characterisation. To the extent that I seek to draw attention to the faulty ahistorical and 

completely alien security orientation we practice in Nigeria and in the process call for its 

reconstruction to attain the true essence of security within the context of Nigeria’s 

history, experience and reality (HER), I am a constructivist.  

It is security that gives birth to other aspects of my work including governance, policing 

and media. These aspects are examines in relation to Central Nigeria, Middle Belt or North 

Central whichever way it is described by its people and critics. Thus AO-Views put my 

views out there as it concerns these and other related issues.  

I am adopting Paul D. Willliams’ four fundamental questions of security as the framework 

of analysis of the issues. Williams’ had asked these questions as guide to security as field of 

enquiry in his book Security: An Introduction. They are: What is security? Whose security 

are we talking about? What counts as a security issue? How can security be achieved?  

I consider these questions important because as I have argued elsewhere, they contain 

both policy and strategy prescriptions within them. In relation to the subjects – security, 

governance, policing, media and Central Nigeria – each set out to address these issues in 

terms of policy and strategy.  For instance, the very first and all encompassing issue on the 

menu is security. These questions would be asked and addressed as far as policy and 

strategy are concerned as it pertains to Central Nigeria. This line of action would be 

applied to all the other issues as well.  

 

For a start, it is important to draw the connection of governance, security and 

development as it affects Nigeria within this framework. 


